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1. Introduction 
After the epoch-making paper published by Liberman and Prince (1977)， 
research into stress has changed its theoretical stance from Iinear to non-
linear， and non-linear phonology used for the investigation of stress has been 
named metrical phonology. There are three approaches to this newly devised 
phonology: tree-only， grid-only and tree & grid. After examining them， the 
author has decided that the tree-only approach is. the most effective way to 
describe various phenomena of stress and its shift_(1) In his view， however， this 
approach contains a misleading theory in the Iight of the assignment of correct 
prominence， at least in English. It is called defooting， which was devised by 
Giegerich (1983) for the purpose of avoiding zero syllables in connected 
speech without any reference to the metrical grid. In this paper， we present 
some English stress patterns， some ways to describe them， the reason why 
defooting is considered misleading， and， finally， the author's alternative to 
defooting. 
2. English stress patterns and their description 
There are three stress patterns in English syllables: primary stressed， 
secondary stressed and unstressed(2). Among them， it is certain that primary 
stressed syllables and unstressed syllables maintain their qualitative features 
in any types 01 speech， but secondary stressed syllables may change their 
quality and become unstressed in connected speech(3). In this paper， however， 
we take a phonological view: there is a clear distinction between stressed and 
unstressed and that the shift between them does not occur even in the 
environment mentioned above. Even so， we admit that exceptional cases 
clearly exist， where special attention is paid to certain unstressed syllables 
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(e.g. prefixes in cases like contrastive reversaり， but this wil not be discussed 
here because it is not directly related to our present subject. 
Gimson (1980: 227・228)shows English stress patterns in two-to・eight
syllables as in (1). Words in parenthesis are examples. For the sake of 
convenience， the following numbers wil be used to show stress: 1 for primary 
stress， 2 for secondary stress and 0 for unstress. 












































Let us examine three ways of describing those stress patterns under 
metrical phonology. The first one is created by Liberman and Prince (1977)， 
and its feature is the use of + and -marks to indicate stressed and unstressed 
syllables respectively， as po吋rayedin (2). Note that in the discussion which 
follows， only two-syllable types wil be used， because other examples can be 




un known a lone o ver 
+ + + + + + 
The next approach is Selkirk's (1980: 563). The feature of her approach 
is that al the necessary information is incorporated into tree structures， unlike 
(1)， where the + and -marks are outside tree structures. She introduced a new 
concept called a stress foot (Iabeled ~)， meaning a string containing as its first 
element a stressed syllable which is followed by zero or more unstressed 
syllables. 
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Although trees in (3) are effectively incorporating al the necessary 
information into the trees， a third approach wil be considered more effective in 
that it can explain such stress shift as iambic reversal and contrastive reversal. 
To make this method more functional， it musf be suppo吋edby hypotheticallY 
unstressed syllables which Giegerich (1980) created under the name of zero 
syllables (Iabeled 併).Primary or secondary stressed syllables must be 
followed by at lease one unstressed syllable to form a foot， and this is not 
problematic in most cases. In the case of monosyllabic words， however， they 
create problems， because they lack their sister node on the right. To make 
them stressed， the node must have its sister node on the right filled with a zero 
syllable. In this respect， zero syllables play a most impoはantpa吋 inassigning 














Giegerlch (1985: 10) proposes another meaning 01 the zero syllable: 
stating that it represents the pause， or the lengthening 01 the stressed syllable， 
characteristic of monosyllabic feet. He also states that monosyllabic 1eet have 
roughly the same duration as bisyllabic ones. This gives a reasonable 
theoretical suppoはforthe existence 01 the zero syllable. However， we should 
not 10rget that it also functions to make stressed syllables theoreticaJly stressed 
syllables in the description(8). In other words， i1 a certain stressed syJlable is 
not followed by more than one unstressed syllable， it cannot become a 
stressed syllable under metrical phonology. 
As stated above， a foot means a string containing as its first element a 
stressed syllable which is followed by ze~o or more unstressed syllables. 
Prepositions， conjunctions or unstressed prefixes are incorporated into the 
previous 100t， because they are unstressed. This is successfully done in the 
sentence level. In the case of words whose prefix is unstressed like alone， 




This structure is acceptable in the sense that words are not always a unit 
in phonology and that phonology and word boundary are independent 01 each 
other. Notice that the S/W marker of the mother node 01 lone and the zero 
syllable wil be decided by the comparison in prominence with the following 
foot. In this paper， however， we wil incorporate the first unstressed syllable Jnto 
the following 100t， because the focus is on words only. Note also that in writing 
trees， successive W nodes wil be compared with the previous S node one by 
one， 1rom left to right， until the end 01 the last W node in the sequence. 
3. Problem 
The final version of the defooting rule， according to Giegerich (1983: 17)， 
is as follows: 
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defooting is applied. 
monosyllabic words make a string， as in (7a). The other is when the output 
structure of iambic reversal meets the condition mentioned in (6)， as in (7b). 











three blind πllce blind three 
ー一ーs s w s w 
Notice that the output trees in both (7a) and (7b) do not give correct 








i nstance， is1・0，not 1・2，because teen is not followed by the zero syllable nor 
by any actual syllable. This is the over type. It is true that trees with fewer zero 
syllables may be more elegantly observed， but it is much more impoはantto 
maintain correct stress assignment whenever and wherever any rule is 
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applied. Priority must be put on theoretical consistency al the time. 
4. Solution 
As a solution to this problem， the 101l0wing two 1actors must be 1ul1illed at 
the same time: (1) to reduce the number 01 zero syllables in trees， and (2) to 
maintain correct stress assignment. What is necessary is to make another level 
01 representation， in which a node， one 01 whose daughters is occupied by a 
zero syllable， isreplaced by another node. In so doing， the original S node 
and W node will be clearly di11erentiated. With the application 01 this， the 
elimination 01 zero syllables wil be completed and the correct prominence wil 
also be preserved. Here one proposition is P/F nodes: i1 a mother node is 
labeled S， it is replaced by a P nqde， and j1 W， then an F node(9) The internal 
structure 01 P/F nodes is described in (8): 
切}̂
S W 
The tree structures described in (4) wil then become as 10llows， with the 
use 01 P/F nodes: 
開八 八 〈 八
o ver 
As can be seen above， there is no single zero syllable in tree structures. 
Notice that a mother node labeled S is replaced by P and that the one labeled 
W is replaced by F. There10re， W is weaker than P and S is stronger than F. An 
important 1eature 01 the P/F nodes is that S/W nodes are interchangeable to 
P/F nodes at any level 01 explanation and vice versa. Now the output structure 
01 thirteen men after the application 01 iambic reversal wil be as 101l0ws: 
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S S W S W → 
thir teen ~ men 併
Notice that there is no zero syllable in the output structure of (10)， while 
one zero syllable st川remainsin the output of (6). It can be concluded from the 
discussion above that to eliminate zero syllables from tree structures， P/F 
nodes are more advantageous than defooting and that they do not create any 
misleading for the assignment of prominence. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper， we have shown the reason why defooting is misleading in 
the assignment of correct prominence in tree-only metrical phonology; at the 
same time an alternative idea for defooting was proposed: P/F nodes. The 
most impo吋antfeature of P/F nodes is that they are interchangeable with SIW 
nodes at any level of explanation， with the premise that secondary stress 
never changes its quality even in connected speech. The crucial point in 
metrical phonology is that correct stress assignment is made at al times， and 
this is violated with the application of defooting. 
There are some cases when it becomes dificult for non-native speakers 
like the author to judge whether a certain syllable belongs to secondary stress 
or unstress. 80 far we have analyzed the afix in which stress change occurs 
as being unstressed under contrastive reversal， because the pronunciation 
tends to change dramatically: for instance， [1]to [i:] in desc~伊tive(10). However， 
this might already be secondary stress， with its stress type being 2・1・o.For the 
judgment of prominence weight， we might have to rely on experimental 





(1) In the USA， grid-only approach is the most prevalent， especially among 
researchers related with MIT. 
(2) Some researchers admit the existence of te吋iarystressed syllables. 
(3) This is based upon the author's perceptual observation in listening to 
various types of English conversation. 
(4) Gimson's original example characteristically should be characteristical. 
Otherwise， this wil belong to seven syllable types. 
(5) Gimson recognizes two syllables in cism， dividing it into cis + m. 
(6) Tree structures of some examples shown in (1) wil be described as 
follows. The syllabification is based upon Wells (1990)， except that we 
adopted the principle of maximal onsets， agreeing with Hogg and McCully 
(1987: 52). 








tite pe ap 














tion a ー・l，.aa 
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af 











八山 W W W 
tion 
(7) This author wrote this type of tree structure as follows in Yuzawa (1988: 
31 ): 
za a tion na ter m IS al 
^ 〈八
er lat m u 
+ 
However， the sister node of pro， which is a zero syllable， isunnecessary， as 
described in (4). Notice that since pro incorporates file +併，
stronger than the latter， and that the quality of the latter is stressed. Therefore， 
primary stress is automatically applied to pro in the figure (4). 
(8) Here 'heavy syllables' should not be used instead of 'theoretically 
the former is 
file pro 
stressed syllables'， because heavy syllables are not always stressed in 
English. However， notice that stressed syllables are always heavy in English. 
See Giegerich (1992: 186). 
(9) The author already made P/F nodes public in 1990， and reconfirmed in 
this paper that they are very convenient for replacing defooting. P and F stand 
for plus puissant and plus faible respectively. 
(10) The crucial factor in English stress has been considered to be intensity 
Sugito (1992: 18)， duration and pitch 
interrelated with intensity. She also mentions that the key to the recognition of 
also are 
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word stress in English is pitch， just as in the case of word acqent in Japanese. 
In the case of the output structure of descriptive under contrastive reversal， 
duration and pitch are also changed. It wil be very impo吋antto analyze 
language sounds objectively through the use of computers under 
experimental phonology. 
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英語における脚韻削除規則
[要旨]
湯j宰伸夫
本稿は樹形図のみを用いた韻律音韻論を理論的基盤として、第 lに強勢付与
をするのに零音節を用いた樹形図による方法が最も効果的であることを示し、
第 2にGiegerich(1983)が提唱した脚韻削除規則によって適切な強勢付与ができ
なくなることを論じ、それに代わる規則を提唱する。その新しい規則とは、強
勢のレベルを 2つ設けることにより、煩雑に見える零音節を効果的に処理し、
なおかつ適切な強勢付与を常に保つものである。
(自治医科大学助手)
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